EVALUATION OF RURAL RECONSTRUCTION PROJECTSWITH
THEAID OFA MODEL OF REGIONAL ECONOMIC GROWTH
L.J. Locht
1.

INTRODUCTION

At the Institute for Land and Water Management Research in Wageningen (ICW) a
method of economic evaluation of rural reconstruction projects is in preparation for
the Netherlands Government Service for Land and Water Use. The main lines of this
method will be treated below, some comments on differences with current thought
will be added. The author is well aware of alack of scholarly thoroughness on many
issuesinvolved.
The rural reconstruction projects concerned cover an earmarked region and consist of
a proposal for coherent investments in land, water and buildings, to pull agriculture
and recreation. Claims on the land andwater resources for main roads and waterways,
extension of towns and nature conservancies enter the projects asdata,though open to
negotiations on design and other details. There are many of these projects in the
Netherlands. The investment amounts to some $10.000 per agricultural worker in such
aproject region.
The method of selection now is use was published ten years ago. A description in
English is given in Land Reclamation and Improvement [1960]. However useful that
method is, there were critics from the onset.Preparations for anewtechnique started
some eight years ago. At that time the author published the essence of his proposal
[Locht 1962]. Now many partial studies have been completed, but the method as a
whole is only applicated in retrospective calculations.
2.

FRAMEWORKOFTHECALCULATIONFORAGRICULTURE

First and foremost the calculation with regard to agriculture will be treated and that
with the aid of the inserted scheme.In thehead of this diagram the disciplines and the
board concerned are given, in the frames the involved magnitudes. If the magnitudes
enter asdata-exogenes—theframes are square,if they are consequences-endogenes—the
frames are circular. Some of the exogenes are the instruments of the agency
concerned. The relations between the magnitudes are indicated with arrows. The
frames and arrowsareplotted in the matchingdiscipline orboard column.
After arguing onone or two features of this scheme under 2.1 and 2.2,the stepsin the
calculation will be treated one by one under 3,4, 5and 6citing someexamples of the
researches performed. This will be done proceeding from the right to the left of the
diagram. This sequence is preferred because it permits to elaborate on the problem
posed to each research stepbefore treatingits solution.
2.1 Stepwiseworkingprocedure
A feature of the procedure is its stepwise character, e.g.reallotment ->• scaleoflots,in
the first step;change of scale of lots ->shift in the vector of claims on labour,in the
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Map of the areas involved in rural reconstruction in The Netherlands
(1-1-1968)
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second step; changes of vector -*• shift in the production function, in the third;
etcetera. Another sequence is: water supply ->groundwater table-*•moisture status->
crop yield as a shift of the production functions. Thus the procedure of solving the
model to the exogene variables is refuted and with that an uninterrupted computer
program as well, at least for some time to come.The stepwise procedure is advocated
because:
—the system is so large that otherwise at best only very large computers would meet
its requirements; those who propose a closed computation—e.g. Hufschmidt
[1966]—seemtobe tempted to omit important aspects,
—each researcher solves his own problems with his own techniques, be it
optimalization, simulation or estimation. He checks as an expert the results in
magnitudes of hisown discipline.
-research in each segment isautonomous asusual. The project economist only handles
a modest step of his own. His role asthe spider inhisweb seemsto have no chancein
thiscase.
As a consequence the scheme is also a scheme for the distribution of tasks over the
researchers. In first instance the separate research steps are run simultaneously: each
step is not built on the results of its preliminary steps, but uses possible levels of its
input variables. The results of a step are functions, graphs or tables. E.g. the farm
economist starts with a range of possible vectors of claims and finishes with farm
accounts. Of course there are instances where aresearch grouphandles more than one
step. In that casethe computations may run ininterrupted over thisrange.
2.2 Modelof economicgrowth
A growth pattern is not an integral part of current benefit-cost approach and that
because of the assumed competitive model. At best it appearsasan amendment, oras
an informational side line for economically underdeveloped nations; e.g. Marglin's
contribution to the well-known Harvard Water Program [1962].WhereMarglin treats
the selection of investment for India [1967] he does not introduce a growth model
either. Heseemsto take the time streamsofbenefits and costs asdata.
A full drawn justification of the use of a growth model would need a survey of the
tests of the here rejected competitive model and this goes beyond the scope of this
essay. An early and fundamental rejection is Gunnar Myrdals display of cumulative
causation[1957]. As is well-known the growth's path is neglected by assuming a
competitive model because in the competitive model optimalization of income leads
automatically to optimalization of growth of income; this by means of changing
prices,mobility of the resources labour and capital and the mobility of the demand for
these resources.In the course of the prelimianry studiesfor themodelit wasfound—as
others have found before—that:
—income differentials of farmers are not much good at reallocating labour; granting
claimsfor subsidies interferes,
—on many farms investments depend on savings and imitation. A reasonable
productivity isonly a constraint,
—marginal products of labour in agriculture are often far below current wages. In
several instances those of land were higher than current rents. In this production
function study only accounts of 'middle of the road' caseswere used. The accounts
were very detailed and accurate. The Netherlands Agricultural Economic Research
Institute made thedata available.
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It is the author's opinion that in many regions where projects have to provide a
stimulus, the competitive model doesnot hold at all;neither in this country nor in the
U.S.A. Where it holds for the case with the project, it does not hold for the case of
reference; and that by definition, because the raison d'etre of the project is that
pullingisnecessary.
There is nothing new in the rejection of the competitive model [for instance Eckstein,
1961; Bos, 1961;OECD, 1967]. The familiar conclusion is declining the benefit-cost
approach or limiting its scope:not much would be gainedby representing the involved
long term consequences in an individual project appraisal.The author takes,withBos,
the stand that there are no grounds for using quite different benefits for relatively
smallprograms on one side and allembracinginvestment planning on the other.
If the adaptations of the competitive model occur,theywillbe taken account of in the
here used model of growth, just as far as they occur, and with the appropriate time

Table 1. Cobb-Douglas function applied to accounts of Dutch farms, averaged over
three years;comparedwith application of Rasmussen to accounts of British
and Irish farms (marginal productivities arecalculated at arithmetic means
ofvariables)(R> 0.96 in allcases)
Netherlands*
1961/62-1963/64
coefficients
marg. prod.

Great Britain
1954/55-1957/58
marg. prod.

Ireland
1955/56-1957/58
marg.prod.

DAIRYFARMS
rent
labour
capital
purchases

0.118(0.025)
0.097(0.040)
0.194(0.043)
0.583(0.024)

1.5
0.28
0.18 .
0.96

2.6
0.6
0.16
1.0

1.3
0.3
0.34
1.4

0.256(0.032)
0.175(0.046)
0.082(0.036)
0.436(0.053)

1.65
0.4
0.10
0.61

2.1
0.8
0.20
1.05

1.2
0.8
0.15
1.4

0.058(0.020)
0.083(0.035)
0.103(0.030)
0.691(0:020)

1.1
0.3
0.15
1.06

1.2
1.0
0.19
1.0

0.9
0.5
0.25
1.5

ARABLE FARMS
rent
labour
capital
purchases
MIXEDFARMS
rent
labour
capital
purchases

For dairy farms with < 1.9 labour units;arable farms with evaluated wagesat < fl.
19,000; mixed farms with < 1.7 labour units.Number of farms is216, 118and 233
respectively.
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lag: perfect mobility is a special case and meritsaplace only inamore general model.
3.

SUPPLYTO BOARD

According to the given scheme theboard isprovided with:
a. not just one project design for the region concerned, but a few proposals (I,II,
etc.) with their technical content. These proposals are supposed to be the best
ones (technical efficiency) at their investment levels. These are only proposals
which would lead to an rAJ—as defined below—between about 8% to 3%; the
internal rate of return over total investment beinglarger,
b. the internal rate of return over the stream of the differences between I,II,etc.in
output and resources over a period of 50 years rAJ . Next an undiscounted
total of the claims on resources in the construction period for each of the
proposals (Jj, JJJ ,etc.) and the differences between theseproposals in sequence
(AJ).These together are a proxy of a demand curve for investment funds (asin
fig. 3below),
c. estimates of value-added on the farm firms (businesses) in the course of time
(Yj,t) and its regional total (Yg t ) ; as also the equivalents in consumption ( C ^
and Cg t ). This is the income redistribution effect and the consumption
redistribution effect,
d. an impression on the probability of the results.Thisisnot studies systematically
yet.
In somemodels for benefit-cost analyses and project-design,all effects are reduced toa
stylish single measuring rod in money, utility or willingness to pay. To reduce the
outputs b, c, d to one output it is necessary to use the consumption redistribution
preference of the board and its preference with regard to risk distributions. Byplaying
a choice-game with the board their general preferences may be measurable indeed.
However, the members of that committee are not willing to play it. Besidesthey feel
that the weight to be given to an impetus for a certain region and the 'possibility' to
accept a more risky proposal, is a matter of statemanship to be decided upon at the
last possible date. This is one reason for not integrating uncertainty of the results in
the computations,however important that aspect is.
In current procedure the quotient of average benefits over theyearsand thewhole of
the funds procured by this particular government agency (J„) is used. This requires
that benefits are defined net of depreciation and interest over investments of the
agricultural businesses (J^) and those of other agencies. The proposed
criterium—rA J—isdifferent in that:
—all investments are treated on an equal footing. Because returns on Jj, are usually
larger than depreciation and interest, the old rate was always higher the more private
investmentswere involved,
—account is taken of the timing of costs and returns. The arguments are that the
calculators can make a better estimate of that timing than the board and that the
proposals differ in this respect.The criterion issensitive inparticular for changesin the
length of the construction period and the length of the 'adaptation' period,
—attention is focussed on the rate of return on increments in the resources used
('marginal' test). The rate for the whole of the funds used in current procedure is
misleading. There was a comprehensive project in which filling of ditches gave ahigh
rate of return, the rate of return for the project as a whole was sufficient. This
project-B3—however did not meet the 'marginal' test (seefig.3).
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Testing of proposals by the project economist, using returns over
increments in investment level as criterion; an application to the
proposals of Van Duin et al (1963)

Resistance to the marginal test is often argued with the fact that in other fields in
general only one comprehensive proposal is prepared for calculation. However that
does not improve the meaning of the mean rate. 'The crying need is to increase the
frequency with which increments to projects are analysed' [McKean, 1958]. Spijk
[1969] pleads for designing 'alternative' plans in town and country planning in
general. This is already done in Switzerland for allthe projects for which apublic vote
is required.
An attempt will be made below to illuminate the decision procedure of theboard and
the use of the interal rate of return instead of the present valuewith afixeddiscount
rate.
The agency operates on a given budget, and in revision of that budget only general
conditions and political forces are working. However, it is not a genuine case for
capital rationing. It has to be assumed that, if spending its budget would imply that
the marginal revenue falls below the minimum rate of time preference, the agencywill
not exhaust itsbudget and refuse the marginal-project. If on the other hand the budget
constraint would imply that increments to projects with worthwhile revenueshave to
be cut off, the board will store projects. The board would have conclusive
arguments-be it on generalgrounds-to claimahigher budget for the year,or years,to
come. The internal rate of return is sufficient for these decisions. Henderson [1965]
arguments that these limits for the marginal rate are about 3% and about 8%
respectively,areaccepted here.
Present values in which discount rates of 3%and 8%havebeen used,would meet this
requirement aswell.It is,however,lessconvenient because the demand curvehasto be
presented inbenefit cost ratios;there willbe two curvesand for different projects they
will start or end at different ratios.
The discussion on time preference does not only show that there are no conclusive
arguments for aspecialrate inbetween 8%and 3%,but seemsto point out aswell that
there is no unique time preference; consumers time preference varying with the rates
of growth of income of the group involved [Feldstein, 1965], producers time
preference with the marginal productivity of capital. This,however, doesnot provide
an argument to use a low time preference for stimulation of declining areas in our
calculation procedure, because the benefits and costs arethe suppliesand withdrawals
of goods and services to and from the rest of the economy.These maybe assumed to
distribute throughout that economy and the marginal time preference for the
community asawholeisthen relevant.Assoonasthis marginal rate (longterm) would
be known, it could be used in this case. As will be seen in Section 4 that rate is,
however,not yet available.
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It isnecessary to leave arbitrary decisions to the board if the calculation issensitive for
that decision.It isthe internal rateof return whichmakesthis possible.
As mentioned the board is provided with time series of consumption distributions
(Cjjt). Some project plans will be refuted by the board because some—upto now not
defined—target will not be reached within a certain period. These will often be the
project plans of a small scale. The target may be a grow rate of 4% of the mean
income,beingthe target for the economy asawhole.
After the schemewillhavebeen used for someyearsit may be tried to derive from the
actual decisions of the board a curve for weights on redistribution. This curve is
supposed to be sloping downward with the level of C(or Y) attained and with the
length of period. In thislast case the different time preferences arerelevant indeed.
4.

TASKOFTHEPROJECTECONOMIST

According to the given scheme the project economist hasto compute the internal rate
of return over differences between successive proposals and to select a few proposals
for transmitting to the board. He received data on the development in the region and
the effort involved in the project for a number of comprehensive proposals for
investment asthey arechosen by the designers.Heintroduces the value component.
The project economist fills in—in principle—a simple table for each of the proposals
(table 2).
Table 2. Net supplies or withdrawals from other sectorsby the farms concerned
T i m e in

Kind
1

years

2

50

Output (O, p 0 )
Labour (L, p r )
Accumulated Savings (S)
Land (F,p F )
Non factor input (I,pj)
A

national income (Y.py)

2

2

7

£

The components of this table are drawn from the well-known equations
(O-I)pi=Y.pYandY.p y=(L+S+F)pj,wherep aretheprices.Theadditionto national
income Y R may be computed w.ithAOr - A I r providing for the addition to Y R in the
sector-region r,and ALj^.r + AS>R_r + AF^. r providing for the addition to Y R in the
other sector-regions of the country. The table doesnot therefore refer to the resources
used on the farms, but to their supplies and withdrawals to and from other sectors.
The differences are that in the last case:
—resources which are pushed out of agriculture but stay unemployed are not included
(this refers especially to labour and land);
—resources which are procured by way of the project are not included either (this
refers to savings and land). It is for this reason that the magnitude savings is used
instead of capital; the deliveries of capital goods to the farms are not meant. The
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withdrawal of savings is equal to the value of the deliveries of capital lessthe farmers
ownsavings.
The quantity component of each cell is supplied by the regional analysis, and is
multiplied by the value component, of which the project economist has to derive an
estimate. He assumes that the resources distribute throughout the national economy
and therefore makes use of national data. For The Netherlands a medium range
national plan is already available [Centraal Planbureau, 1966].This provides the value
component for some years which, however, cover at most only the period of
construction. The building of models for long range planning receivesmuch attention
nowadays in Europe [e.g. E.E.C., 1960]. As soon as these plans are turned out these
models may be used to derive the production value of L and Sinthe course of time.
The latter would be the time preference in production. For the time being crude
estimates from trend extrapolations are used for values0 , 1 and L.For Sinserting ofa
valueisavoided,it isincorporated in the internal rate of return.
An analogous table is produced for the net supplies and withdrawals by the
governmental agencies concerned. Its content is mainly the funds for investment and
the costs for maintenance of the project proper. The quantities are supplied by the
project designers, the prices may be shadow prices but are mostly actual prices in the
near future in our case. It is essential that maintenance, reinvestment or liquidation,
providing the foreseen operation over a uniform and long period—here 50 years—are
included.
The streams ofbenefits and costs in 'cash flows' areadded for eachproposal.Then the
differences between successive proposals arefiguredout. For the proposals assuchand
for the differences, the internal rate of return is computed with the well-known
formula. The mere entering of re-investments into the computations causes negative
cash flows. The experience is that the multiplicity of solutions is not of practical
significance in the iterative procedure of the electronic computer. This could be
expected [Wright, 1964].
The resultsare passed on to the designer:
—theproposals which do not meet the 3%requirement,as refuted
—those which are followed by other proposals with higher 'marginal' rates, as
inefficient
—those with a marginal rate amply above 8%, for testing a possible intensification of
the effort
—thosewith marginal ratesbetween 8%and 3%,for more details.
Most of the procedure is of course also valid in retrospective calculations.The author
performed a calculation for the regionWaarland whichwasretrospective over 10years
and prospective over 40 years. Most the data were drawn from accounts of the
individual farms. The reference development was deduced from data on farms in a
nearby region. The internal rate of return over the whole investment showed up to be
about 8% [Locht, 1968]. This was a case where good results were evident: small
holdings were involved,thefieldscould onlybe reachedbyboat, cabbage (whichhasa
negative income elasticity in this country) was cultivated in particular. Important
aspects of the reconstructions were reclamation of land (20%) and water discharge,
whichledtheway to the cultivation oftulips and thelike.
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It is experienced that differences in supplies of L,Sand Fbetween proposals are often
small. A typical case of agood project istherefore one that attains agood—real—value
of 0, which would deteriorate without the project. These projects attain a
fundamental change in production, mostly to horticulture, ornamental nurseries,meat
production.
Aside from economic growth and income redistribution, also for agriculture other
objectives are sometimes stipulated. This results for example in benefits from a fine
scenery and in particular from leisure.For the timebeing these are not considered. At
the Institute, Spijk [1969] developed a point system of benefits. It may be used to
compile these effects and transfer them in an income equivalent.
5.

TASKOFTHEREGIONALECONOMIST

This is an attempt to reduce the complicated process of economic growth in agriculture to a simple model 'Ce qui est simple est toujours faux, maisce qui ne l'est pasest
inutilisable',Valéry).Thismodel consists of:
—a production function on the micro-level. The Cobb-Douglas model is used in the
form
log(0.p 0 )bt=t log (1+2+TO+Xlog Lbt+MlogK b t + 7logFbt+Xlog(I. P I ) b t

(1)

where O, L, F and I are output, labour, land and nonfactor inputs as before, Kis
capital,b represents the farm firm (business) and e its efficiency, IJ the rate of growth
of the price levelof 0 . Alsousedis
log(Obt-PO-Ibt-Pl)=log(Y bt .PY)=t log(1+S+w),etc.

(la)

—a function specifying the probabilities that abusinesswillbe liquidated (2).
Ingeneral form this relation is:
P=f(A,Yb,m,d,r,s,t)
where A is the age of the farmer, m the coefficient of professional mobility of the
farmers in the region, being a probability for the individual farmer, d the mortality
rate, r the retreat rate, s the shift rate. P is defined for periods of 5years.ApplyingP
to theholdingsin existence at t-5 providesthe number of businesses (Bt),
—functions for the development in the course of time for each of the inputs.
The regional economist analyzes the region concerned by means of the parameters of
the model as they have been without the project. Continuing with these same
parameters provides an estimate of the development without the project. (In
retrospective calculations, derived parameters for another region are used to check the
parameter extrapolations. The results cannot be checked: experience is that in The
Netherlands there are always differences between regions in that respect). Next, he
inserts a new production function as derived from data of the farm economist for a
case with the project and insertsalsothe buying-out of farms asrealized in the project,
this is supplied to himby the designer. Continuing with the growth model inthis form
providesan estimate of the development with the project.

(2)
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The computations produce the workers which willbe pushed out of agriculture in the
course of time and their age at the moment this will happen. As also the amounts of
savings and investments. These are used to estimate the suppliesand withdrawals ofS
from the rest of the economy.
Below some more remarks on the model aremade,the application isnot treated here.
Some experience is acquired in calculationswhichwere partly retrospective and partly
prospective. This concerns Waarland, the region mentioned above in the northwest of
The Netherlands and a region in the southeast (Broekhuizen). In both regions the
cropping pattern is tending to horticulture.Although many difficulties did arise,they
were not refuting the model assuch.Data are assembled for adairy and fruit regionin
the central part of this country (Tielerwaard-West). This seems to be amore difficult
caseto handle.
The relative simplicity follows among other thingsfrom assuming that:
—a continuous production function on the farm level with aggregated inputs does
suffice
-the effect of the project on the rest of the economy fades away;it cannot turn back
to agriculture,
-the multiplier may be omitted for the timebeing.Van Der Lely [1965] did research
to construct an input-output table,
—prices are automomous with regard to this context (the prices are inserted in the
farm economists step).
Data for the input-output relation (1) aredrawn from two sources:accounts of actual
farms in the region before reconstruction provided by accountants and computed
Table 3. Cobb-Douglas function applied to 31farms inthe region Broekhuizen for two
periods in parallel planes(e+n- 1,8%). Meansover threeyearsare used to
subdue the effect of weather (R = 0.985)

Coefficients

Meanvalues infl.
1963/65
1956/58

Marginal productivities
1956/58
1963/65

Labour

0.200
(0.043)

8 185

11400

0.50

0.60

Tenantswealth

0.137
(0.081)
0.011
(0.021)

13910

21840

0.20

0.22

11430

21 610

0.02

0.02

Land*

0.005
(0.049)

56 740

52 340

0.02

0.03

'Imports'

0.718
(0.052)

11890

21650

1.25

1.14

Buildings

* The value for land used here is the market price it would have after 'maximum'
improvement
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accounts for several production systems, provided by a farm economist as will be
treated under 6. Both are still laborious tasks. It is supposed that accessto the actual
accounts will be simplified becuase many of the accountants involved have opted for
uniform and mechanical data processing.
The results with actual accounts for mixed farms in Broekhuizen aregivenin table 3.
For the procedure maybe referred to Rasmussen [1962].
As could be expected from the small number of farms included the range of possible
coefficients is rather wide; this is a drawback especially in the case of tenants wealth.
Besides the function is only valid within the range of the input combination that
happens to be in existence. For these reasons the same procedure is applied to
computed accounts for the samesituation (without the project).
From the computed accounts a function is derived valid for the situation with the
project. The direct effect of the project is foremost the difference in the production
function: a once and for all shift in the efficiency leveland inthe coefficients for the
resources.
Five main problems still have to be discussed: the Cobb-Douglas model as such, its
application on the microlevel, the aggregation of the inputs and the use of any
continuous function and the shift in efficiency and pricelevel.
The logical implications of the Cobb-Douglas function and the method of
identification used, do meet some objections. At the Institute a conceptionally more
promising function iselaborated [Visser, 1968].
For analogous problems the regional production function is sometimes used: data are
aggregated over the firms and the parameters arederived from the resultingtime-series.
In the case treated here, however, it is important to know each farmers position (his
residual in the cross-section analysis).
The basic data—whether actual or computed—are in elementary variables: tools,
implements, etc. To confront demand and supply in the model, these elementary
variables havetobe transformed into the unitsof supply: capital,labour and land with
a few subcategories. Up to now, this is done by simple addition of the values of the
elementary variables.Aconceptionally better approach isto run aprogramming model
for the farm, with the resourcesassuchasconstraints.
In fact the data by themselves provide already on input-output relation; computation
of the Cobb-Douglas function provides only for the averaging over the original data
interpolation, and a method for extrapolation in time. Neither of the first two is by
itself necessary with computed accounts. In some research on spacial equilibrium of
production is is therefore preferred to use directly the computed accounts—after
aggregation; Fahri and Vercueil [1967] for instance havetheir program select thebest
'système de production'. That method was proposed for our case by the computer
centre RAET at Arnhem. The efficiency of that method depends on the existence, the
width and the possibility of perception of the gaps between the production systems.
The systems—and with that the gaps—are what indeed is studied with linear
programming. In spite of that many positionsinbetween are possible: for instance by
using an old implement, sharing one with a neighbour. Next: the gaps may be
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output

some input
Figure4

Schematical presentation of the derived function from actual accounts
and that from computed accounts ('potential') in parallel planes
computations. The difference between these curves is the overrating of
efficiency implied inthe procedure with computed accounts

perceivable for some 10 years in the future which covers, at most, the construction
and adaptation period. Fahri can bypass this problem because heonly looksahead to
1970, in the case here interpolation is preferred be it within broadly farm-types.
Change of farm-type is only envisaged as accomplished by the project in the
construction andadaptation periods.
The results with linear programming imply a certain level of efficiencyj This stems
from the standards used and from the optimalisation the program performs. An
estimate of the overrating of efficiency is derived from solving the Cobb-Douglas
function with actual data and computed data in parallel planes (both without the
project).Thethus deduced factor of overratinghasto be applied to the computed data
for the caseswith the project. Fig.4mayilluminate this matter.
The deduction of a quantitive relation for the probabilities that a business will be
liquidated, has taken a large part of the time of the author's group at the Institute in
the period of the preliminary studies. A statistical procedure was formulated for
deriving the components of change—death, retreat, professional mobility and
shifts—from available data [Locht and Ploeger, 1968].These data arethe registration
numbers of the farms in the region, broken down according to the age classes of 5
years of the farmers. Series of these data, with 5 years of time in between, are
compared. From these basic data, exits and entries are deduced for every age class
separately (fig. 5). To these derived data on exitsfor instance,afunction is fitted with
age in years
20-25
25-30

Figure 5

time
1955
1960
1965
Schematical presentation of the deduction of data exitsand entries for a
number of ageclasses
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Section Four
consists of death (using a predetermined rate), retreats (using a normal distribution
with predetermined a and deducing the parameters),professional mobility (using alog
normal distribution) and shifts (using a constant rate for all age classes). Fig. 6 gives
someresults.
The parameters derived from this analysis are correlated with other characteristics of
the region,especially with growth of income.
The labour on the farms is foremost that of the farmer himself (Lj). The outcome is
therefore identical to that above. Labour of members of his family (L 2 ) iscalculated
with a trendwise changing rate (l^/Lj). With foreign labour (L 3 ) the farmer is
assumed to equate marginal output and wages as in the competitive model. The
derived formula implies that the impetus of the project to growth of income per
capita, is to some extent offset by a difference in decrease of the number of workers.
The development of capital, is the star turn in deduction of the growth rate and its
content of cumulative causation. The stand taken here is that in many cases the
amount of private investment depends on previous savings and that the investment
opportunities do operate only in the selection of the kind of capital goods to be
acquired and as a constraint which is actual only in afew cases.The main argument is
that in agriculture in The Netherlands research and even knowledge of techniques, is
far ahead of application.Might ever there be accumulated savingsand no opportunities
on a large scale, research and development would pounce upon this.Thisrefers to the
supply of opportunities.The demand for opportunities issmallbecause:
—the useof outside accumulated savingsislimited by the farmers own savings;the rate
between thesevariablesvaryingwithageand sociological factors,
—the amount of the farmers own accumulated savings is small because in the regions
where the agency wants to push agriculture, income on many farms is rather low.
Besidesthat, savingsaredrained some every thirty years.
The argument on this point has to be cut short. A simple graph (fig. 7) is added as
an illustration.
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The applied consumption function. With this function it isassumed that
minimum consumption (C m i n ) shifts every year with the rate (g); (4
depends on C m ' n , the marginal rate of consumption (c m ) and income
(Y). It will be clear that the mean rate of consumption will only be
constant over the years at à growth rate of Y equal to g. For the region
Broekhuizen C m i n is Fl. 3059 (prices 1962), the shift g is 1.5% and
c m ,0.43 (R=0.74, n=372): the equilibrium growth rate of income being
also 1.5%.In the years of a small increase in income,the mean ratewas
between 70 and 75%;inthe years of more rapid growth,between 63and
66%

Using this model the effect of the project is very sensitive for the savings quote. In
both regions studied thisquote showed upto beveryhigh (net savingsover 20%of net
incomebefore tax).
In our model the savings function shifts every year and the marginal rate islarger than
the mean. As long as the marginal rate and the shift are fixed there isonly onerate of
income growth for which the mean savings rate is constant (see fig.8).Atypical case
of agood project isone that operates in aregion wherewithout the project the growth
rate on many farms is below the equilibrium level and which starts anincome growth
above the equilibrium level, (it has to be remembered that the project economist
inserts the real values for the products. If these real valuesaremuchbelow the actual
prices—a heavy subsidy—a good project from the regional point of viewmayhavestill
alow r «j andbe abad project from the national point ofview.
This essay does not deal with the regional growth model in full. It may therefore
suffice to state about the other variables:
—that the available land on the farms depend among other things on the continuation
of the other farms as in (2). The problem how to distribute the land over the
remaining farms is not yet solved in a satisfactory way.
—the estimate of the efficiency of the farm is the mean efficiency and the residual in
the cross-section test of (1). Theyearly shift of the mean efficiency isderived from

Section Four
computation with (1), fitting parallel planes to two series of data (each being an
arithmetic mean over three years). Whether this development has to studied embodied, disembodied, etc., receives much attention in economics nowadays. The
proposed model of growth can follow suit.
—the number of farms in the region Bt follows them (2) and the compilations O,I,L,
K and F over the farms bear no problem.

6. TASKSOFTHEOTHERRESEARCHGROUPS
Research in the first three steps of the calculation procedure wMlonly be discussed
briefly. Farm economics, crop and animal husbandry and rural reconstruction design
are involved.
The problem posed in the scheme to the farm economist is as mentioned to supply
computed accounts. At the Institute, Meyerman [1966] and Righolt [1967] derived
potentialities for income on farms under the different conditions stemming from
proposals for specific projects. They used the technique of linear programming and
made their computations for different land input (parametric), a few levels of labour
input and a few different equipments.They usedvectors for 'normal' claimson labour
and capital goods in each season for each crop and vectors of claims when land and
water resources would be of the different quality that the proposals for the project
assume. Next they used standards for yields per hectare, for fertilizers to be applied,
etc. They in fact integrated in some way all the variables for the first three steps in
the calculation procedure. They used the actual pricesof the past.
For the use of their resultsin the given scheme some minor adaptations are necessary:
—the number and selection of the programs to run has been set at 27 for each of the
possible projects.' three levels each for labour, capital andland. Thelarge number of
programs isthought to be warranted because the investment involved isconsiderable;
—in the computations for the cases with the project, prices of the near future have to
be used. The prices to be used are not the values used in 4.1,but the actual prices
(inclusive of grants). These are provided by a national supply and demand analysis
[Agricultural Economics Research Institute, The Hague, 1967];
—instead of only an income level, an account has to be deduced; stipulating the
outputs and the inputs. This bears no problems;
The computations with linear programming are indicated in fig.2with adot under the
headingfarm economics.
The research on crop and animal husbandry has to supply vectors of claims and
standards for yields. The Institute for Rationalisation of Agriculture (I.L.R.) at
Wageningen published lists of such claims [Postma and Van Elderen, 1963, a revised
edition is in press]. At the Institute research is performed based on land-wide
inquiries. Some differentiation after size of lots, distance to farm buildings isalready
incorporated. More differentiation in claims according to factors which varywith the
proposals of the project is object of research at the Institute,for Land and Water
Management Research, for instance on the effect of turning and side borders, a
conspectusof this researchisgiveninVan DenBerg,et al [1968].
The vectors for the output have to beprovided, differentiated after moisture statusof
the soil, chloride content of the water, etc. The field is very wide;for the research
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performed at the Institute may be referred once more to the conspectus mentioned.
Although many relations have already been provided in some form, others are still
unknown. In those cases the calculation proceeds from an estimate by an expert. The
computations on the plant and animal level are indicated with a dot in the matching
column.
Rural reconstruction design covers drainage, reallotment, resiting of farm buildings,
buying out, etc. Twokinds of data haveto be delivered: data to researchin husbandry
and the costsof the projects assupply to the project economist.
Some of the data from the first group do need computer programs. Van Gelderen
[1966] developed such a program for resiting of farmbuildings -*• distance and
concentration of lots; a Working Party of the ICW [1968] for change in groundwater
table ->moisture content in areas with a microrelief. Each of the relations plotted in
our diagram can alreadybe covered in someway.
Research on the costside is mainly performed by the contractors as the Royal Dutch
Heath Company and the sub-contractors. It is only partly available for general use
[Heath Company, 1963]. On some aspects, such as investments in drinking water
supply,telephone and electricity, cost functions are available [Spijk, 1967].
On most aspects the designer has to assume some execution technique, and to figure
out the machine and labour time, next he hasto apply atariff. Because of the lack of
cost functions it isimpossible to build aprogram for the selection of design.Thisisthe
reason that in the given calculation scheme,the procedure startswith proposals of the
designer. As is mentioned in Section 4, some proposals are referred back to the
designer for more details or testing the scope for intensification of the effort. In this
step the designer has to test his design on details with regard to costs and technical
efficiency. Deducing of accounting prices from the model isenvisaged.
7.

RECREATION

In the actual projects designhardly anyrecreational facilities whosebenefits accrue to
farmers or other groups for which the competitive model is not reasonably valid are
incorporated. Therefore the calculation procedure envisaged for recreational facilities,
has not the characteristics which take the leading part in this essay;aspecial regional
development is not accounted for. The principle of the calculations made for
recreation is that a demand curve is derived for the facility, usingdistance asaproxy
for price. The benefits from opening up a new facility are the differences in travel
costs and time, an the increase in the consumers surplus. The conceptionally
interesting proposal of Klaassen [1968], to measure the benefits as the effect of
recreation on the productivity of those whohave recreated seemstobe rather difficult
to apply.
SUMMARY
An explanation is given of a method of evaluation of rural reconstruction projects as
suggested to the Netherlands Governmental Servicefor Land and Water Use.The main
feature of the method is an estimation of development in the long run with and
without the project. For the project afew proposals are calculated and they are tested
on thebenefits of the increments in investment.

Section Four
The method may seem to be a specimen of perfectionism, the funds involved,
however, are large so application may be warranted. After the procedure will have
been used for some time, it may showup to beunsensitive for some factors and some
short-circuiting may possibleby introduced.
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